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July: 

Afia, Nekesa A Lethal Lady – mystery- (Book 3 in the Harlem Renaissance Series) Louise Lloyd’s time 
away in Paris is everything she was hoping it would be until a shocking murder turns her entire world 
upside down. 
 
Askaripour, Mateo This Great Hemisphere -science fiction- A novel about a young woman, invisible by 
birth and relegated to second-class citizenship, who sets off on a mission to find her older brother, 
whom she had presumed dead but who is now the primary suspect in a high-profile political murder. 
 
Bacigalupi, Paolo Navola- fantasy- A sweeping literary fantasy about the young scion from a ruling-class 
family who faces rebellion as he ascends to power. 
 
Bailey, Tessa The Au Pair Affair - romance- (Book 2 in the Big Shots Series) An all-new sports rom-com 
about a burly, surly, single dad who falls head-over-hockey-stick for his quirky live-in nanny. 
 
Barrett, Lorna A Controversial Cover-cozy mystery –(Book 18 in the Booktown Mystery Series) When a 
famous children's author is murdered at the library, Tricia Miles has to find the killer before it's too late. 
 
Black, Juneau Summers End-cozy mystery- (Book 5 in the Shady Hollow Series) A unique take on dark 
academia, featuring everyone's favorite vulpine sleuth, Vera Vixen. 
 
Blalock, Georgie The Windsor Conspiracy - An enchantingly reimagined fictional portrait of Wallis 
Simpson through the lens of her cousin who is engaged to spy on the Duchess of Windsor for her alleged 
Nazi sympathies and finds much more than she bargained for. 
 
Borgos, Bruce Shades of Mercy -mystery- (Book 2 in the Porter Beck Series) In the usually quiet high 
desert of Nevada, Sheriff Porter Beck faces one of his greatest challenges, a series of unlikely, disturbing 
and increasingly deadly events of unknown origins. 
 
Borison, B.K. Business Casual -romance- (Book 4 in the Lovelight Series) Can Nova and Charlie get their 
inconvenient attraction for each other out of their systems in one night, or will it become something 
more? 
 
Brady, Ali Until Next Summer -romance- Two former best friends each find love at an adults-only 
summer camp. 
   
Brodesser-Akner, Taffy Long Island Compromise – A novel about an American family and its inheritance - 
the safety and wealth that they fought for, and the precarity of their survival that is their legacy. 
 
Castillo, Linda The Burning -mystery- (Book 16 in the Kate Burkholder Series) Chief of Police Kate 
Burkholder investigates a gruesome murder that reveals a little-known chapter of early Amish history. 
 
Chapman, Julia Date With Justice -cozy mystery- (Book 9 in the Dales Detective Series) Delilah's brother 
is under suspicion of murder. Can Delilah and Samson prove he's innocent? 
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Chien, Vivien Peking Duck and Cover – cozy mystery- (Book 10 in the Noodle Shop Series) Lana Lee and 
friends return for a fiery Chinese New Year celebration that rattles their quaint community. After all, an 
Asia Village party wouldn’t be complete without an explosive finale. 
  
Coble, Colleen What We Hide -romance- (Book 1 in the Tupelo Grove Series) Family secrets. Historical 
wrongs. And the truths that refuse to stay buried. 
  
Colgan, Jenny Close Knit - Gertie has always had her head in the clouds, but can she pluck up the 
courage to leave the remote Scottish island where she was born? 
 
Coulter, Catherine Flashpoint -mystery – (Book 27 in the FBI Thriller Series) Agents Savich and Sherlock 
are back. 
 
Cranor, Eli Broiler-mystery- The troubles of two desperate families—one white, one Mexican 
American—converge in the ruthless underworld of an Arkansas chicken processing plant. 
 
Day, Jamie One Big Happy Family -mystery- When the Bishop sisters come to claim their inheritance 
there’s murder in the air – and not everyone who checks in to the family hotel will be checking out. 
 
Delany, Vicki Trouble Is Brewing – cozy mystery- (Book 5 in the Tea by the Sea Series) Lily Roberts’s Cape 
Cod tearoom is hosting a bridal shower—until a gruesome gift sends the guest of honor running in fear. 
 
Dixen, Victor The Court of Miracles -fantasy- (Book 2 in the Vampyria Saga) A fearless young heroine 
ventures into a Parisian underworld court of conspiring vampires in this sweeping alternate history. 
 
Durst, Sarah Beth The Spellshop -romance- Join Kiela the librarian and her assistant, Caz the sentient 
spider plant, as they navigate the low stakes market of illegal spellmaking and the high-risk business of 
starting over. 
 
Espach, Alison The Wedding People - A propulsive and uncommonly wise novel about one unexpected 
wedding guest and the surprising people who help us start anew. 
 
Freeman, Brian Robert Ludlum's the Bourne Shadow –(Book 19 in the Jason Bourne Series) When secrets 
from Bourne's past come to light, he may be the next thing that's buried. 
 
Giffin, Emily The Summer Pact - In the wake of tragedy, a group of friends make a pact that will cause 
them to reunite a decade later and embark upon a life-changing adventure together. 
   
Green, Dekker The Dragon -mystery- The survival story of one young woman who finds martial arts, 
while learning about the history of her ancient warrior bloodline. 
 
Grossman, Lev The Bright Sword -fantasy- A gifted young knight named Collum arrives at Camelot to 
compete for a spot on the Round Table, only to find that he’s too late. 
   
Hall, Rachel Howzell The Last One -fantasy- A young woman awakens in a field with no memory and 
learns that the world is dying, and that she is the only one who can save it from a destructive force. 
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Harkness, Deborah The Black Bird Oracle -fantasy- (Book 5 in the All Souls Series) Diana Bishop journeys 
to the darkest places within herself - and her family history. 
 
Harris, Joanne The Moonlight Market -fantasy- Deep in the heart of London, a photographer walks the 
streets and captures whatever catches his eye, but with each photo, he captures something unseen. 
 
Joella, Ethan The Same Bright Stars - When Jack receives startling news from the past, he begins to 
reshape his life and forge unexpected new friendships. But will he really let go of the very things that 
have defined him? 
 
Johns, Sarah C. The Sirens of Soleil City - Three generations of women learn to own their mistakes and 
rebuild their bonds as they prepare to compete in the Senior Synchronized Swimming Competition in 
South Florida. 
 
Johnson, Sarai Grown Women- Four generations of complex Black women contend with motherhood 
and daughterhood, generational trauma and the deeply ingrained tensions and wounds that divide them 
as they redefine happiness and healing for themselves. 
 
Jones, Stephen Graham I Was a Teenage Slasher -horror- Meet Tolly Driver, a good kid with more 
potential than application, seventeen, and about to be cursed to kill for revenge. 
 
Kamali, Marjan The Lion Women of Tehran - A heartfelt, epic new novel of friendship, betrayal, and 
redemption set against three transformative decades in Tehran, Iran. 
 
Kirsanow, Peter and W.E.B. Griffin Zero Option – (Book 9 in the Men at War Series) Dick Canidy races to 
stop an assassin from disrupting a vital conference that will shape the course of World War II. 
 
K'Wan False Idols – (Book 2 in the Book of Shadow Series) The "Monarchy" of New York City's Five Points 
is in total disarray, giving way to a bloody battle and Shadow must fight to regain the crown. 
 
K'Wan Passion for the Heist – Passion and Pain, a crime would bring them together, grief would bind 
them and love would make them famous. 
 
Lapena, Shari What Have You Done? –mystery- Nothing ever happens in Fairhill until the morning Diana 
Brewer isn’t found lying in her bed, but instead she lies in a hayfield circled by vultures. 
 
Lindo-Rice, Michelle The Bookshop Sisterhood -romance- After many years, four best friends are about 
to open the bookstore of their dreams, but before they can cut the ribbon, their worlds are upended. 
 
Mathieu, Jennifer The Faculty Lounge - An ode to educators, a glimpse at today’s pressing school issues, 
and a character study following a cast of teachers, administrators, and staff at a Texas high school 
   
Maxwell, Gina L.The Vicious King -romance- (Book 3 in the Deviant Kings Series) The pulse pounding 
conclusion to the series. 
  
McCreight, Kimberly Like Mother, Like Daughter – mystery- Cleo arrives for dinner at her childhood 
home, only to find food burning in the oven, no sign of her mother, and a bloody shoe under the sofa. 
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Mckenna, Oisín Evenings and Weekends -Follow three young adults through a London heatwave as their 
simmering tensions and secrets come to a head over a feverish, life-changing weekend. 
 
Mengestu, Dinaw Someone Like Us -The son of Ethiopian immigrants seeks to understand a hidden 
family history and uncovers a past colored by unexpected loss, addiction, and the enduring emotional 
pull toward home. 
 
Moreno-Garcia, Silvia The Seventh Veil of Salome -A young woman wins the role of a lifetime in a film 
about a legendary heroine-but the real drama is behind the scenes. 
 
Parker, T. Jefferson Desperation Reef -mystery- A big wave surfer and her sons compete in the same 
contest that killed her husband many years before. 
 
Patrick, Lo The Night the River Wept - Everybody's got good and bad in them. In the end, it just depends 
which side wins out. 
 
Patterson, James and Mike Lupica 8 Months Left -mystery – (Book 2 in the Jane Smith Series) Jane must 
mount the most complex investigation of her career while facing her own battle -a terminal medical 
condition. 
 
Patterson, James and J D Barker Confessions of the Dead -mystery- The dead tell no tales…unless they 
swam in Cemetery Lake. 
 
Pearse, Sarah The Wilds -mystery – (Book 3 in the Det. Elin Warner Series) Detective Elin Warner 
unravels the mystery behind the chilling disappearance of a young woman. 
 
Pritchett, Laura Three Keys - Newly widowed and unemployed, a woman in her mid-fifties sets off on a 
journey of trespassing and adventure throughout the American West and beyond. 
   
Quinn, Kate The Briar Club - Set in the 1950s, The Briar Club is the gripping new novel of friendship, 
rivalry and betrayal. 
 
Reeves, Keanu and China Mieville The Book of Elsewhere-fantasy- A genre-bending epic of ancient 
powers, modern war, and an outcast who cannot die. 
 
Rosenfelt, David Dog Day Afternoon -cozy mystery- (Book 29 in the Andy Carpenter Series) Paterson, 
New Jersey’s favorite reluctant lawyer Andy Carpenter returns. 
 
Rowell, Rainbow Slow Dance – romance- Everybody thought Shiloh and Cary would end up together – 
everybody but Shiloh and Cary. 
   
Shaffer, Meg The Lost Story -fantasy- A Narnia-inspired fairy tale for grown-ups who still knock on the 
back of wardrobe door . . . you know, just in case. 
 
Shea, Brian Christopher and Mel Taylor The Arrangement -mystery- (Book 2 in the Booker Johnson 
Series) The truth might be more than reporter Booker Johnson bargained for. 
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Shepherd, Peng All This and More -mystery- A novel about a woman who wins the chance to rewrite 
every mistake she’s ever made… and how far she’ll go to find her elusive “happily ever after.” 
 
Steadman, Catherine Look in the Mirror -mystery- When Nina and Maria’s lives begin to intertwine dark 
secrets start to unravel and nothing could have prepared them for what they are about to encounter. 
 
Sullivan, J. Courtney The Cliffs - A novel of family, secrets, ghosts, and homecoming set on the seaside 
cliffs of Maine. 
 
Tingle, Chuck Bury Your Gays -horror- A new heart-pounding story about what it takes to succeed in a 
world that wants you dead. 
 
Van den Berg, Laura State of Paradise- Along with her husband, a ghostwriter for a famous thriller 
author returns to her mother's house in the Florida town where she grew up. As the summer heat sets 
in, she wrestles with family secrets and memories of her own troubled youth. 
 
Walter, Heather The Crimson Crown -fantasy - Snow White’s dark queen tells her side of the story in this 
queer, witchy reimagining of the classic fairy tale. 
 
Wood, Katherine Ladykiller -mystery- When a young woman vanishes from her remote Greek island’s 
estate, her best friend races to find her, using clues found in the explosive manuscript she left behind. 
   
Youers, Rio The Bang-bang Sisters -mystery- An action-packed crime novel featuring three kick-ass 
sisters and bandmates who moonlight as vigilantes. 
 
August: 
 
Alderson, Kaia In a League of Her Own - The incredible, untold story of Effa Manley, a black 
businesswoman in the male dominated baseball industry, and, currently, the only woman inducted into 
the Baseball Hall of Fame. 
 
Andrews, Donna Between a Flock and a Hard Place -cozy mystery- (Book 35 in the Meg Langslow Series) 
A home makeover, a flock of cranky and aggressive turkeys, and a murder keep Meg busy. 
   
Ashby, Madeline Glass Houses -mystery- Join a stranded start-up team led by a terrifyingly realistic 
charismatic billionaire, a deserted tropical island, and a mysterious AI-driven mansion--as the remaining 
members disappear one by one. 
   
Barton, Fiona Talking to Strangers – mystery- Detective Elise King’s investigation into a woman’s murder 
is getting derailed by a reporter who insists on doing her own investigation. 
   
Beck, Hazel Truly Madly Magically -paranormal romance- (Book 3 in the Witchlore Series) A witch cursed 
to tell the truth, and the man who won’t let her lie to herself anymore. 
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Bellezza, Audrey and Emily Harding Elizabeth of East Hampton -romance- A modern retelling Pride and 
Prejudice that transports you to summer in the Hamptons, where classes clash, rumors run wild, and 
love has a frustrating habit of popping up where you least expect it. 
 
Bowen, Rhys The Rose Arbor -cozy mystery - An investigation into a girl’s disappearance uncovers a 
mystery dating back to World War II. 
 
Broaddus, Maurice Breath of Oblivion -science fiction- (Book 2 in the Astra Black Series) Follow the 
members of the Muungano empire, a far-reaching coalition of city-states that stretches from O.E. 
(original earth) to Titan, as it faces an escalating series of threats. 
 
Childs, Laura Peach Tea Smash -cozy mystery- (Book 28 in the Tea Shop Series) Murder at an Alice in 
Wonderland–themed event threatens to send Theodosia Browning through the looking glass. 
 
Cleeves, Ann The Dark Wives -mystery- (Book 11 in the Vera Stanhope Series) Vera Stanhope, star of 
ITV’s Vera, returns to discover who murdered a staff member at a home for troubled teens. 
 
Dyer, Alli Strange Folk -horror- A woman returns to her estranged, magical family in Appalachia, where a 
conjuring meant to protect the community may have summoned something sinister. 
 
Gauntlett, A.E. The Stranger at the Wedding – mystery- Both Annie and Mark have suffered tragedy. 
Today they will leave all of that in the past, but not everyone here has come to toast the new couple. 
 
Grey, Iona The Housekeeper’s Secret -Told in alternating timelines from the last summer of the 
Edwardian Age to the trenches of WWI, The Housekeeper's Secret opens its door to a world of romance, 
the truths we hold onto, and the past we must let go. 
 
Hall, Alexis Confounding Oaths -paranormal romance- (Book 2 in the Mortal Follies Series) A nobleman 
must work with a dashing soldier to save his sister from a mystical bargain gone wrong, diving into a 
world of malicious fey, enigmatic cults, and treacherous magic in an irresistible romance. 
 
Harper, Lana Rise and Divine -paranormal romance- (book 5 in the Witches of Thistle Grove Series) To 
save both her town and the woman who loves her against all odds, a witch haunted by loss must reckon 
with her turbulent past. 
 
Heller, Peter Burn – A novel about two men, friends since boyhood, who emerge from the woods of 
rural Maine to a dystopian country wracked by bewildering violence. 
 
Jackson, Brenda The Cottage on Pelican Bay -romance- (Book 7 in the Catalina Cove Series) Will a no-
strings night and an unexpected reunion lead to something more? 
 
Kellerman, Jonathan The Lost Coast – mystery- (Book 5 in the Clay Edison Series) When coroner-turned-
private investigator Clay Edison is approached to work on a fraud case, he uncovers more than he 
bargained for: a decades-old scheme targeting the vulnerable. 
  
Kingfisher, T. A Sorceress Comes to Call -fantasy- A dark retelling of the Brothers Grimm's "The Goose 
Girl," rife with secrets, murder, and forbidden magic. 
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Kirwan, Noué Frequent Fliers -romance- When Lanie’s boy next door crush gets engaged to her beloved 
cousin can she find love with the handsome widower, Dr. Ridley? 
 
Krueger, William Kent Spirit Crossing -mystery- (Book 20 in the Cork O’Connor Series) A disappearance 
and a dead body put Cork O’Connor’s family in the crosshairs of a killer. 
 
Kuhn, Cynthia In the Event of Murder -cozy mystery- (Book 2 in the Starlit Bookshop Series) It’s the event 
of the season in Silvercrest, Colorado, but some of the guests might not make it to the last dance alive 
 
Lord, Emma The Break-up Pact -romance- Two best friends who haven’t spoken in ten years pretend to 
date after break-ups with their respective exes go viral. 
 
Matheson, Nadine The Kill List -mystery- (Book 3 in the Inspector Anjelica Henley Series) While an 
innocent man sits behind bars, a serial killer with a gruesome signature has started killing again. And 
only Anjelica Henley can stop him. 
 
Mayes, Frances A Great Marriage - When a perfect wedding is called off just days before the big event, it 
sends two people, and their families, reeling. 
 
McKinnon, Hannan The Summer Club -A fresh beach read about a group of outsiders threatening the 
status quo at an exclusive New England beach club. 
 
McLachlin, Beverley Proof- mystery- (Book 3 in the Jilly Truitt Series) A razor-sharp thriller featuring 
defense attorney Jilly Truitt as she defends a high-profile mother accused of kidnapping her own child. 
 
Mcquiston, Casey The Pairing -gay romance- Two bisexual exes accidentally book the same European 
food and wine tour and challenge each other to a hookup competition to prove they're over each other, 
except they're definitely not. 
   
Meyer, Nicholas Sherlock Holmes and the Telegram from Hell -mystery- (A Book in  the From the 
Memoirs of John H. Watson Series) Holmes and Watson cross the Atlantic at the height of World War I 
in pursuit of a mysterious coded telegram  
   
Moher, Laura What She's Having-romance- (Book 2 in the Big Love from Galway Series) To July, love 
equals vulnerability, and she can't afford either. For Joe, he knew the first time he saw her that she was 
the one.  
 
Nava, Danica The Truth According to Ember – romance- A Chickasaw woman who can’t catch a break 
serves up a little white lie that snowballs into much more. 
 
Pekkanen, Sarah House of Glass -mystery- On the outside they were the golden family with the perfect 
life. On the inside they built the perfect lie. 
 
Picoult, Jodi By Any Other Name - There was once a girl who became invisible in order that her words 
may not be.  
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Preston, Douglas and Lincoln Child Angel of Vengeance – (Book 22 in the Agent Pendergast Series) 
Special Agent Pendergast and Constance Greene take a final stand against New York’s deadliest serial 
killer: Pendergast’s own ancestor and Constance’s greatest enemy. 
 
Quinn, Spencer A Farewell to Arfs -cozy mystery- (Book 15 in the Chet and Bernie Series) Chet and 
Bernie Little are back again, and this time they're entangled in a web of crime unlike anything they've 
ever seen before. 
   
Reichs, Kathy Fire and Bones -mystery- (Book 23 in the Temperance Brennan Series) Tempe teams up 
with a new ally, telejournalist Ivy Doyle, to solve a series of mysterious arson attacks. 
   
Robert, Katee Dark Restraint -romance- (Book 7 in the Dark Olympus Series) Ariadne Vitalis is in trouble. 
She's betrayed her father, and his benefactor, and now she's left to rely on the mercy of Olympus to 
keep her safe. 
 
Rollins, James Arkangel – (Book 18 in the Sigma Force Series) The story of a hunt across the globe, 
pitting nation against nation, as ancient myths of a lost continent prove all too real. 
 
Roux, Madeleine Much Ado About Margaret -romance- The story of a rebellious writer and the man who 
risks everything to publish her. 
 
Seltzer, Sarah The Singer Sisters -Two generations of a folk-rock dynasty collide over art, love, longing, 
and family secrets. 
   
Slaughter, Karin This is Why We Lied -mystery- (Book 12 in the Will Trent Series) The next thrilling 
installment in the Will Trent series. 
 
Smith, Ian K. Eagle Rock – mystery – (Book 4 in the Ashe Cayne Series) Author Ian K. Smith brings back 
former Chicago detective turned private eye Ashe Cayne in this eagerly anticipated mystery. 
 
Staple, Elizabeth The Snap – mystery - Dangerous secrets. A toxic workplace. And an unsolved murder. A 
football professional reckons with the choices that made her career in the boys' club world of sports 
possible 
 
Steel, Danielle Joy - Joy is a sparkling story about the healing power of love. 
 
Tracy, P.J. City of Secrets – mystery- (Book 4 in the Detective Margaret Nolan Series) What first appears 
to be a fatal car-jacking leads Det. Nolan into a disturbing world of sex, violence and big business with 
whispers of an even darker world of an “Angel of Death” begin to surface. 
 
Walker, Martin A Grave in the Woods – cozy mystery- (Book 17 in the Bruno, Chief of Police Series) 
Bruno investigates a long-buried war crime and faces a devastating flood that threatens the town he 
polices and the people he loves. 
 
Walter, Heather The Crimson Crown – fantasy- Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who’s the wickedest of them 
all? Snow White’s dark queen tells her side of the story in this queer, witchy reimagining of the classic 
fairy tale from the author of Malice. 
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Woodward, M.P. Shadow State – (Book 12 in the Jack Ryan Jr. Series) Jack Ryan, Jr. finds himself cut off 
from his comrades at The Campus just when he needs them most. He's smack dab in the middle of an 
international conspiracy, and this may be too much for even him to handle. 
 
September: 
 
Alexander, Tasha Death by Misadventure – mystery- (Book 18 in the Lady Emily Series) Lady Emily must 
solve a string of high stakes “accidents” while trapped in a lavish villa in the Bavarian Alps. 
 
Atkinson, Kate Death at the Sign of the Rook -mystery- (Book 6 in the Jackson Brodie Series) Marooned 
overnight by a snowstorm in a grand country house are a cast of characters and a setting that even 
Agatha Christie might recognize – a vicar, an Army major, a Dowager, a sleuth and his sidekick - except 
that the sleuth is Jackson Brodie, and the ‘sidekick’ is DC Reggie Chase. 
 
Attenberg, Jami A Reason to See You Again - The women of the Cohen family are in crisis. Triggered by 
the death of Rudy Cohen, the glue that held them all together, everyone’s lives soon take a dramatic 
turn. 
 
Burcell, Robin and Clive Cussler The Serpent’s Eye – (Book 13 in the Sam and Remi Fargo Adventure 
Series) Husband-and-wife team Sam and Remi Fargo face a new and exciting adventure. 
 
Byler, Linda Honoring Christmas – It’s 1823 and life isn’t easy for 15-year-old Henry who is fascinated by 
the simply life of the local Amish family who tries to befriend him.  
 
Carter, Lisa A K-9 Christmas Reunion – (Book 25 in the K-9 Companions Series) Struggling to manage his 
father’s dementia while raising two young sons, widower Nathan Crenshaw is desperate for help. That 
is, until his dad’s new service dog arrives with an unexpected guest—trainer Gemma Spencer, the 
woman who broke his heart fifteen years ago. 
 
Coile, Mason William -mystery- Psychological horror meets cyber noir in this delicious one-sitting read—
a haunted house story in which the haunting is by AI. 
 
Dunn, Sharon Tracing a Killer – (Book 7 in the Mountain Country K-9 Unit Series) While tasked with 
protecting Trevor Gage from a serial killer, K-9 officer Hannah Scott inadvertently puts a second cold 
case murderer on their trail. 
 
Fitzek, Sebastian Playlist – mystery- A month ago, fifteen-year-old Feline Jagow disappeared, presumed 
abducted, on her way to school. Her distraught mother asks private investigator Alexander Zorbach, a 
former police detective, to discover her whereabouts. 
   
Gilbert, Victoria A Killer Clue -cozy mystery- (Book 2 in the Hunter and Clewe Series) Cam and Jane are 
tasked with solving a cold case that suddenly turns urgent as an innocent woman may go to jail while a 
killerwalks free. 
 
Haig, Matt The Life Impossible – When retired math teacher and widow Grace Winters suddenly, and 
unexpectedly, inherits a house on Ibiza her solitary existence drastically changes. 
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Halle, Karina The Royals Upstairs -romance- He’s the royal bodyguard. She’s the royal nanny. The 
annoyingly hot attraction that simmers between them—that’s a royal pain. 
 
Hoyt, Elizabeth No Ordinary Duchess -romance- (Book 3 in the Greycourt Series) To end the warfare 
between her brother and the Duke of Windermere Lady Elspeth secretly offers herself as his bride. 
 
Hunter, Denise Before We Were Us-romance -After falling from a ladder Lauren wakes up forgetting the 
last 7 months of her life, and how her plans had changed. Now she wants her old life back giving up on 
the new future she had built for herself. 
 
Johansen, Iris on the Hunt – (Book One in the Murphy Jordan Series) Meet Murphy Jordan, a bold new 
heroine, who, along with her talented rescue dog will take on an explosive case with global implications. 
 
Klune, Tj Somewhere Beyond the Sea-science fiction- (Book 2 in the House in the Cerulean Sea Series) A 
magical house. A secret past. A summons that could change everything. 
 
Knutsdottir, Hildur The Night Guest -horror – No one can diagnose what is wrong with Iounn, but one 
night she falls asleep with her watch on and wakes up to find out she has walked 40,000 steps in the 
night…what is happening when she sleeps? And why is she waking up injured? And why does no one 
believe her? 
 
K'Wan Black Godfather -When Grimm returns home from his military tour he finds his home has 
become a battleground and he has traded one war for another. 
 
Labuskes, Brianna The Truth You Told -mystery- (Book 2 in the Raisa Susanto Series) A serial killer on 
death row challenges a forensic linguist to solve his final puzzle. 
 
Ladd, Sarah E. The Cloverton Charade – (Book 3 in the Houses of Yorkshire Series) A long-held family 
feud reignites when two rival antiquities brokers arrive at the same house party in Regency England. 
 
Mandanna, Sangu A Witch's Guide to Magical Innkeeping -romance- Sera Swan was once one of the 
most powerful witches in Britain. Then she resurrected her great-aunt, lost most of her magic, 
befriended a semi-villainous talking fox, and was exiled from her magical Guild. 
  
Martin, Madeline The Booklover's Library -A heartwarming story about a mother and daughter in 
wartime England and the power of the books that bring them together. 
 
Mellors, Coco Blue Sisters - Three estranged siblings return to their family home in New York after their 
beloved sister’s death in this unforgettable story of grief, hope, and the complexities of family. 
 
Miro, J. M. Bringer of Dust -fantasy – (Book 2 in the Talents Series) The dark journey begun in Ordinary 
Monsters surges forward, and the Talents must work together—if they are to have any hope of staving 
off the world of the dead, and saving their long-lost friend. 
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Pasolini, Pier Paolo The City of Mist – mystery- The tale of a night of desperate and cruel bravado: it 
begins with the assault of a man in his car, continues with a theft committed in a church at the outskirts 
of Milan, and finally culminates with the aggression of a gay man and a shocking, brutal death. 
 
Patterson, James and David Ellis Lies He Told Me -mystery- An attorney and mother of two discovers her 
husband's secret life—and it might cost them all their lives. 
 
Robb, J. D. Passions in Death -mystery- (Book 59 in the In Death Series) Eve Dallas is off on another 
mystery. 
Runyan, Aimie K. Mademoiselle Eiffel -The story of Claire Eiffel, a woman who played a significant role in 
maintaining her family’s legacy and their iconic contributions to the city of Paris. 
 
Saft, Allison A Dark and Drowning Tide -fantasy - A sharp-tongued folklorist must pair up with her 
academic rival to solve their mentor’s murder in this lush and enthralling sapphic fantasy romance. 
   
Sparks, Nicholas Counting Miracles – When Tanner Hughes’ grandmother passes away her last words to 
him are: find where you belong…and she tells him the name of the father he never knew. 
 
Sterling, Erin The Wedding Witch -romance- (Book 3 in the Graves Glen Series) When Bowen and 
Tamsyn get transported back to 1958 they have to work together to get back to the present. 
 
Turnbull, Bryn The Berlin Apartment -This sweeping love story follows a young couple whose lives are 
irrevocably changed when they’re separated overnight by the construction of the Berlin Wall. 
 
Valente, Catherynne M. Space Oddity -science fiction- (Book 2 in the Space Opera Series) The 
Metagalactic Grand Prix, part gladiatorial contest, part beauty pageant, part concert extravaganza, and 
part continuation of the wars of the past returns and the fate of the Earth is once again threatened. 


